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The nationwide bestseller, now in paperback! Proven effective for a large number of individuals in Dr.
This could be as close to a fountain of youth as mankind will ever arrive, the truly scientific response
to how exactly to reverse or avoid the debilitating ramifications of aging, including memory space
loss, fat gain, sexual dysfunction, and Alzheimer's. His key to longevity and well-being is normally
balancing the brain's four essential neurotransmitters. Eric Braverman, a leading number in the
practice of brain-body healthcare, reveals the dramatic effect that proper brain nourishment can
have on the quality of our lives.Dr. A simple check determines which of the four is definitely
dominant in you, and what you can do to maintain the right balance, by modifying your diet with
both foods and natural supplements. The breakthrough program for reversing and preventing aging,
written by a leading medical specialist and mass media expert, is currently available at a favorite
cost. Braverman's practice, this groundbreaking strategy will help anyone take full advantage of his
or her life, free of the major illnesses (such as cancer and cardiovascular disease) and small
ailments as well.
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AMAZING - This Book Supplies the Tools to CURE just about Everything! This book is a gift from
Heaven! Braverman wrote about the chemical insufficiency I had. I'm lost upon this. I've had heart
problems most of my life, that is certainly until a friend explained about The Edge Effect. That part is
obvious. I had nearly every symptom on his list.! I no longer need the antidepressant, but this
reserve also helps you discover dietary adjustments that will help your deficiencies.), offers a set of
traditional medications, supplements and a list of foods that are abundant with each brain chemical
so we are able to treat ourselves via a method that attracts each individual. With the addition of 2
natural supplements and some tweaks to my diet plan, I was cured! I've purchased over twelve
copies of this book which I've loaned to numerous friends and family people. They repeated and
upleveled the amino acid discussion from the mega-vitamins times of the 1980s. (Most likely some
gaba-deficient-error on my part. Five Stars Awesome book! A long time after I purchased this book I
came across myself feeling unusually depressed, therefore i repeated the next test in the book
which reveals the deficiency and discovered I was deficient in a different chemical substance.It had
been decently written, perhaps a couple of typos, no biggie. I came across this book absolutely
interesting and inspiring. In case you have any disease, pain, chronic condition be it psychological,
mental or physical, BUY THIS Publication! Dr.Arnold Fox's books DLPA, from the 1980s should also
part of this group of books. Great Book! Very useful information. After the loss of a child I had to
endure situational depression. I made the difficult decision to go on antidepressants for a while. This
book was invaluable in helping my doctor and I discover which antidepressant works with my
human brain chemistry. Not all of them are designed for everyone, and it's frequently hit and miss,
trial and error in deciding which to take. Lawsuits upon lawsuits! Solutions rely on some grasp of the
fractal character of our psyche. Braverman (my hero! I recommend this reserve. There is usually
accurate information about the biochemicals, but the red flags will be the supplements and nutrition
that he suggests. Fortunately he provided some meatless alternatives so I could cure my major
depression with the help of a yummy treat. It made me want to understand everything concerning
this topic, which says a whole lot because neurotransmitters certainly are a mysterious and vast
topic to take on. I immediately visited the set of foods he so long as are rich in that chemical and
realized I acquired cut them all out of my diet plan while trying to become vegetarian!I did so the
evaluation but was struggling to apply the protocols because We couldn't make sense of them. I
keep getting stumped on two points and I wonder if anybody has figured them out. That is a book I
would recommend to just about any person I meet up with who mentions a sickness or chronic
condition they are struggling with.)I understand there is a Dominant Nature. In my own case,
obviously acetylcholinergic. That, subsequently, explains the way the brain functions in one person,
however in a different way in another. Dr. DLPA > This notion has had me deeply pondering since I
go through it and I enjoy deeply ponder.There could be a Dominant Nature Deficiency. In my own
case, it's Dopa that's more that 15 factors below the Acetylcholine-Dominant Character.This is
where confusion sets in.The Dopa, in my case,or whichever in other cases, being a lot more than
15 points less than the Dominant Nature implies that the Dopa is deficient or that, in my own case,
the Acetylcholine is deficient? When we say Dominant Character Deficiency, from what are we in
fact referring? I finished the 2 2 testing in the reserve to discover my dominant and deficient human
brain chemicals and then read what Dr.After that there is the Deficient Score, in my own case,
Gaba. It had been as though he wrote it simply for me. Well, except that the Gaba section contains
more queries that the other sections, so won't most people come out lower in gaba because there's
an increased chance of getting a higher rating?! Although Gaba deficiency is practical if you ask me
about me. But still, why more questions because of this one section? That does not make sense to
me.What's not yet determined is how to appropriate either Deficient Rating because all of the



treatment protocols in the reserve are organized according to Dominant Character. All of them will
help you grok which aminos to consider as raw materials blocks. whether one is normally to eat
relating to one's Dominant Character or one's deficiencies.I could not find any place in the book
where the protocols were given for deficiencies, only for Dominant Nature.If these factors were clear
to you, would you be kind enough to explain it if you ask me.The last chapter about the machine
thingy seemed to be slapped on as an afterthought, exactly like this sentence.Thanks thanks!I feel
just like a dodo :o) One of a group of books, this has the best chart to understand your deficiency
pattern This, Mood Remedy and Balance Your Brain, Balance YOUR DAILY LIFE, all arrived around
the same time. I do not get them back (hence buying a dozen copies), LOL!! Our PERSONALITIES!
endorphins > treatment This is the only stand-alone publication on DLPA and goes into it a lot more
than the above books. DLPA for arthritis and CFS, FM, etc.Braverman's book, this one, has most
likely the most usable chart: the deficiency features chart. This still looks like the best place to start.
ALL three books are helpful knowing what your deficiency design is.We recall that he gave
instructions in prioritizing the treating one deficiency over the other to start out but I never could learn
how to translate the Dominant Nature protocols in the chapters to address deficiencies; non-e of the
books have the other half of the problems here to; which is, UNwillingness to make
neurotransmitters (NTs) and endorphins out of proteins while you sleep. This subject is so new there
is absolutely no book however. That helped my doctor provide me the right prescription. Original
articles are up at Curing Toolbox org. AN INDIVIDUALIZED, BIOCHEMICAL BASIS FOR BRAIN
FUNCTION There are four basic neurotransmitters, and the individual has a distinctive / natural level
of each. This suit flawlessly with my Meyers-Briggs Character type, as it turned out. This is one of
the aspects of the book that a lot of fascinated me: that our personalities may end up being a
result of our neurotransmitter profile and our hormone amounts, what we eat and don't eat.
Braverman helpfully signifies which foods contain the raw materials for synthesizing
neutrotransmitters, and why dietary deficiencies / imbalances matter in understanding behavior.
Lawsuits Against Him I’m a medical sociologist and I will have done more research upon this book,
before buying it. Mostly it is meaningless ramblings. After most of them made me feel even worse, I
got the test in this reserve and found out I was GABA deficient. Even more doctors and
psychiatrists must have this within their libraries. Folks have been scammed by his unneeded tests
and treatments. My ideas for brain health - eat well, rest well, exercise, relaxation, & most
importantly love yourself. Five Stars Fantastic book for health and brain chemistry. Five Stars Best
read of the year It isn't a book you'll have to have but if the cost is right then do it now. Three Stars
not very good. It's not just for physical problems. Love to find out my dominant neurotransmitter.
Interesting book Interesting book. A modern form of phrenology. Lots of kooky assertions. Mostly it
is meaningless ramblings. A modern form of phrenology. Plenty of kooky assertions. Google this
doctor and you’ll want to throw the book away! A modern type of phrenology. I began my
research online and it result in this book.
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